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France forgot to flicker in his beard, as he began a lecture
in Buenos Aires by solemnly apostrophising "I'union
intelleduelle des enfants de Moli&re et des hmtiers de Cervantes.
Freres et amis latins. .." The note was still more crudely
struck by the judicious M. Hanotaux, who alluded to the
whole sub-continent as " une plus grande France!' But
politicians have a professional aptitude for letting cats out
of bags; and there can be no doubt that, in abandoning
the Latin gambit and substituting for its unconvincing
draperies the undraped figure of Marianne, M. Hanotaux
was speaking from the heart. For the whole tendency of
French intellectual penetration in South America is towards
simple annexation of its mind. The French objective, as
one writer modestly confessed so far back as the Second
Empire, is " a colony without a flag " ; and the good work
has gone so far that M. Poincare concludes triumphantly,
after studying the works of a Peruvian who lives in Paris,
that " America, Spanish and Portuguese by origin, is be-
coming French by culture."
If it is not, it cannot be for any lack of trying on the part
of ardent French missionaries. For the lecture platforms
of a continent ring with their eloquence, and no literary
gathering is quite complete without their compliments to
authors whom they have not read. But if their mission is
to be completely successful, certain suppressions are essen-
tial, For one thing, no Frenchman ever felt the smallest
respect for anybody who was not a Frenchman too. It is
significant, indeed, that French flattery of South Americans
can devise no higher compliments to pay them than to call
them French. For that is the meaning of the whole Latin
gambit; and even the latest French visitor to Buenos Aires
makes his bow to her with the slightly devastating tribute
that she is very like Marseilles. The bland condescension
which the comparison implies is inconceivable in anyone
except a Frenchman: what Englishman would dream that
anybody would feel gratified by hearing his capital compared
to Liverpool ? But the French spirit, less diffident, goes

